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Is Here

I n July 2012 we officially entered a new era for the mort-
gage industry – the true digital loan age. It may not feel any 

different, as the transition went very smoothly from all reports, 
but it truly is a new age thanks to the Uniform Loan Delivery 
Dataset, the ULDD. Loans submitted to Freddie Mac and Fan-
nie Mae must now be delivered in completely digital electronic 
form, and that is a true milestone with the potential to change 
the way investors look at loans now and in the future.

Digital
lenDing 

By Kelli Himebaugh
The ULDD brings a new standard of 
data integrity and transparency to 
the business in preparation for the 
next wave of change.
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The ULDD brings a new standard of 
data integrity and transparency to the 
mortgage business in preparation for the 
next wave of change when the GSEs are 
no longer the sole investors in American 
homeownership. To be tempted back, pri-
vate investors will demand verified quality 
both in the loans themselves and the way 
they are serviced, as well as the transpar-
ency needed to back it all up. They will 
also want to evaluate those things them-
selves, using their own experts rather than 
relying on Wall Street or its controlled 
third parties to do it for them.  

That is really what it is all about, is it 
not? Like the line in The Right Stuff, when 
astronaut Gus Grissom referred to the 
space program’s dependency on funding: 

“No bucks – no Buck Rogers.” It is quite 
the same in our industry; without funds to 
lend, everything grinds to a halt and we 
become a nation of renters once again.  

The often-neglected piece of that loan 
quality, integrity and transparency puzzle 
is servicing, the lengthy period following 
the successful creation of a quality loan. 
It is one thing to have a successful wed-
ding and quite another to have a successful 
long-term marriage, after all. The latter 
takes hard work and large amounts of trust, 
which is in short supply among the pension 
funds and other investors in regard to resi-
dential mortgage backed securities. The 
mortgage crisis showed us that the servic-
ing paradigm was ill prepared for a large 
number of loans to go bad at one time, and 
data flaws were among the weaknesses. 
Causes for servicing problems were many, 
but objective evaluations found that data 

integrity was very often compromised by 
the need for manual data reentry. The hu-
man interaction, so necessary for effective 
loan servicing, becomes a weakness when 
it comes to rekeying information.

True digital lending brings precision 
to all stages of the loan process. The 
origination side has been largely digital 
for years, even with loans “papered out” 
at signing. The inputs have been made 
digital by LOS software providing a 
(mostly) single point of data entry for file 
creation and maintenance. By having the 
essential information in a single place and 
using it to create exhibits, forms and third 
party service orders, mistakes have been 
minimized and transaction speed has been 
increased in origination. By having those 

digital files delivered to investors using 
the ULDD, the secondary marketing and 
oversight aspects are now digital, which 
means a great deal of flexible transparency 
and control has been placed in the justifi-
ably concerned hands of investors. While 
the ULDD initially affects only files for 
the GSEs, the agencies have standardized 
industry forms and practices for genera-
tions, so it is reasonable to expect that the 
ULDD will set the standard going forward. 
Even though it will no doubt be tweaked 
over time, the adoption of the ULDD is a 
highly significant event in our industry’s 
evolution. 

With thousands of bits of digital infor-
mation now available, almost infinite pos-
sibilities are presented for analysts desir-
ing to slice and dice the data for reporting 
and predictive modeling. Investment deci-
sions will be triggered by pre-purchase 

analysis, as will portfolio substitution 
requirements and product-driven pool 
formation. Antifraud database crosschecks 
and verification products will be ordered 
and performed with great speed and auto-
mation, creating an environment of confi-
dence in the investment community that 
can redefine mortgages as a first choice for 
investors once again.  

But, paraphrasing Stan Lee, with great 
data availability comes great responsibili-
ty, so systems that use it over the long haul 
must be safe, secure, and audited regularly 
to reassure investors who depend on them.

With more lenders looking beyond loan 
origination to loan servicing, digital lend-
ing now includes the loan servicing soft-
ware systems (LSS) that will help them 
migrate into this largely unfamiliar terri-
tory. Loan servicing is a natural extension 
of lending and was practiced by virtually 
all mortgage bankers up through the 1970s 
and into the 1980s when subservicing be-
came the rule for most non-banks. But it is 
back and for many good reasons, not the 
least of which is the enhanced control lend-
ers can have over their futures. The current 
crisis has shown that when servicers err, all 
parties to the loan can be held accountable, 
so accepting the responsibility of servicing 
loans can actually reduce risk in the minds 
of many. But servicing requires technol-
ogy, and not simply the basic accounting 
functions that might have sufficed in a 
former era. It needs the same kind of LSS 
sophistication and horsepower we find in 
the modern LOS, and it has to be acces-
sible for smaller depository and mid-tier 
mortgage lenders.

“End-to-end” is a familiar term for techies 
and non-technical people alike, particularly 
in reference to loan origination software 

“Loans submitted to Freddie Mac and 
Fannie Mae must now be delivered 
in completely digital electronic form, 
and that is a true milestone.”
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systems, the workhouse technology of 
every loan origination company. It used 
to mean an all-in-one solution that to 
some appeared to be a jack-of-all-trades 
but master of none. Recent years have 
seen that perception evaporate, as end-to-
end systems became more sophisticated 
and largely upstaged the bolted-together 
approaches of system integrators and 
consultants. “End-to-end” and “best of 
breed” have blurred together at this point, 

particularly with cloud delivery allowing 
great sophistication in the modern product.  

With servicing now becoming a top pri-
ority for many lenders, the emerging term 
is “End-to-end-to-end,” or E2E2E. The 
extra “2E” refers to the servicing step and, 
more subtly, using the power of digital 
lending to its fullest advantage.

Most people think that it is an easy thing 
for systems to talk to one another.  It is 
not, even when systems have undergone 
integrations so that they speak the same 
language. For example, when a native 
French speaker tries English, the words 
might be correct but the accent may make 
the person difficult to understand. When 
disparate systems are integrated, they may 
suffer similar comprehension problems 
that can lead to difficult, even disastrous 
results. In this era of bright spotlights on 
loan servicing and contentious consumer-
ist sentiment, it doesn’t take much on the 
part of servicers to generate animosity 
from customers and the public.  

One place trouble often starts is in the 
process of boarding a loan to the servic-
ing system. The data stream comes off the 
LOS with metadata codes and data field 

maps that do not naturally coincide with 
the system it is now entering for servic-
ing. Someone, in what is usually a manual 
process, has to match data points in the 
loan information to the equivalents in the 
LSS. It is an arduous process, often requir-
ing third party assistance when there are 
a number of loans involved. Even when 
systems have gone through integrations to 
avoid these issues, problems nevertheless 
appear. Fixing them is a hidden cost in the 

process, but one that makes a great deal 
of sense when fully considered. Liken it 
to moving about your home in the evening 
as usual – when the lights suddenly go off. 
Even though you know the map of your 
home, you find yourself disoriented and 
bumping into things. Now consider the 
effects if you come across the down stair-
case unexpectedly in the darkness, and the 
potential for disaster this scenario entails.

E2E2E means that all of the software 
involved, from origination to the collec-
tion of payments and delinquency control, 
are all functioning on systems designed 
to work together. Since there aren’t very 
many out there that do all this, particularly 
priced for the smaller and mid-market 

lender/servicer, E2E2E is often used 
loosely to refer to LOS and LSS systems 
that have worked well together over time. 
But most of these are geared more toward 
larger origination shops and less toward 
the regional credit union or mortgage bank. 
Better alternatives are available today.

True E2E2E can make all the difference 
to lenders feeling intimidated by the pros-
pect of shopping for servicing technology. 
Trying to figure out all the variables is 
complex, on a par with understanding air-
fare pricing practices or Einstein’s Theory 
of Relativity. But linking loan origination 
with loan servicing software is much 
easier if the solutions have been developed 
with an E2E2E mindset. It gets even better 
when the base platforms are cloud-based 
and friendly for mobile devices and social 
media, as third party services and customer 
contact alternatives are greatly expanded. 
These tools are as useful in loan servicing 
as they are in origination, and when loans 
go delinquent or into default, cloud-based 
services can save tremendous amounts of 
time and effort.  

As with the modern LOS, the E2E2E 
addition of LSS capabilities has brought 
new levels of utility and sophistication to 
a market segment that really needs them. 
Consumers have been showing preferenc-
es for smaller lenders and depositories of 
late because their personal service levels 
are often superior to those of the big-box 
banks. Now, in the era of digital lending 
and E2E2E loan software platforms that 
are accessible to lenders of virtually all 
sizes, consumer-focused lenders have 
even more tools at their disposal. The 
competitive field is rapidly being leveled, 
thanks to technology.  ❖

“The mortgage crisis showed us 
that the servicing paradigm was ill 
prepared for a large number of loans 
to go bad at one time.”
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